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The University of Arizona

Proceedings of the Faculty Senate

Meeting of Monday February 2, 1970

The Faculty Senate convened in regular session at 3:40 p.m. on Monday,
February 2, 1970, in the Modern Languages Building auditorium (Room 350). Forty-

three members were present with Vice President McMillan presiding.

SENATE MEMBERS PRESENT: Armstrong, Bannister, Bartlett, Blecha, Blitzer, Brewer,
Burton, Canson, Delaplane, Dewhirst, Dutt, Forrester,
Gegenheimer, Gould, Green, Herber, Higley, Houston,
Hull, Johnson, Kemmerer, Krutzsch, Lytle, Massengale,
McMillan, Miller, H. Myers, L. Myers, Nigh, Paylore,
Rhodes, Robson, Schaefer, Selke, Siegel, Sigworth,
Spicer, Tomizuka, M. Vonis, Windsor, Wise, Yoshino, and
Zwolinski. Student representatives attending were Mark
Ginsberg and Bill White.

SENATE MEMBERS ABSENT: Anthony, Ares, Barnes, Bingham, Bok, Christopherson,
Davis, DuVal, Fahey, Gaines, Goodwin, Harvill, Hetrick,
Kassander, Krebs, Little, Lowe, Mautner, Mees, Murphy,
Paulsen, Resnick, Richard, Saarinen, Skinner, Sorensen,
Svob, W. Voris, and Younggren. Student representative
absent was Alex Kelter.

DEAN JOHN P. SCHAEFER OF COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS. WELCOME TO SENATE OF: Vice
President McMillan welcomed to the Senate Dr. John P. Schaefer, the new Dean of
the College of Liberal Arts.

CATALOG MATERIAL: The following catalog material was accepted:

New

Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering 219, Material Selection in the Design Process
(3) On Demand Martin

Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering 270, Engineering Acoustics (3) On Demand Rogers-
Thomson

Architecture 110, Graphic Communication (2) I, II Fee, $2 Albanese
Architecture 199, Independent Study (l-4) I, II Staff
Biol0gical Sciences 59a-59b, Human Anatomy and Physiology (4-4) Yr. Fee, $10 Eads-Joy-
Community Medicine 500, Introductory Community Medicine (3) II Abrams-Staf f McCauley
Electrical Engineering 350, Microelectronics (3) II Hamilton-Reagan
English 271, The Short Story (3) II Merren (For Continuing Education Only)
Foundations of Education 238s, Education in Natural Resources (3) Summer Forrester
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation 399cs, Seminar: Contemporary Problems

in Athletics (2) Summer Simko
History 266, The Russian Revolutions (3) I or II Browder
Internal Medicine 503, Clerkship in Internal Medicine (10) Yr. Staff
Microbiology (Medicine) 362, Clinical Immunology (3) I Pinckard-Staf f

(Identical with Internal Medicine 362 and Pediatrics 362)
Obstetrics & Gynecology 503, Obstetrics & Gynecology (10) Yr. Christian-Staff

*Biological Sciences 358, Advanced Topics in Endocrinology (2) II Fee,
$10 Hadley-Miller
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Pediatrics 503, Clinical Clerkship, Pediatrics (lO) Yr. Staff
Russian 207a-207b, Advanced Russian Conversation (2-2) Yr. Roberts
Surgery 503, Clinical Clerkship in Surgery (10) Yr. Peacock-Staff

The Faculty Senate approved the establishing of the Doctor of Philosophy
degree with a major in Speech beginning in September 1970.

Changes

Anthropology l4Oa-140b, Physical Anthropology (3-3) Yr. Fee, for l4Ob, $10 change to
Fee, $10

Architecture 299, Special Problems (2) I, II change to (2-4)
Art 6, Basic Drawing (3) I, II Fee, $2 change to Fee, $5
Biological Sciences 56, Human Anatomy (3) I, II DELETE
Biological Sciences 67, Elementary Human Physiology (4) II DELETE
Biological Sciences 202, History of Biology (3) II change to (2)
Biological Sciences 245, Fishery Management (4) On Demand change to

Aquatic Resource Biology (2) II and
245L, Field and Laboratory Studies in Aquatic Resource

Biology (2) II
Biological Sciences 276, Marine Algae (3) II change to (4)
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation 150, Physiology of Exercise (2) I change to (3)
Journalism 2Ols, Workshop on Publications in Secondary Schools (3) Summer Fee, $8

change to 620ls, Workshop on School Publications (2) Fee, $10
Spanish 25la-25lb, Spanish Literature of the 19th Century (3-3) Yr. 1969-70 change to

25Oa-250b
Spanish 320a-320b, History of the Spanish Language (2-2) Yr. 1970-71 change to (3-3)
Spanish 351, Spanish Novel of the 19th Century (2) I 1970-71 change to 350

ELECTION 0F FACULTY SENATE REPRESENTATIVES TO STUDENT SENATE: The Senate agreed to
select a representative of the Faculty Senate to the Student Senate by mail ballot,
the election to include the representative and an alternate. The five nominees for

the position included the following: Dr. Thomas Saarinen, Mr. Robert Mautner, Dr.
Edward Nigh, Dr. Paul Skinner, and Dr. John Robson.

ACTIVITY OUTSIDE BEAR DOWN GYM THE EVENING OF JANUARY 8. DISCUSSION RE: Dr. Siegel

said he would like the meetingts agenda to be revised to include a discussion of
what transpired outside of Bear Down Gymnasium the night of January 8. Dr. Bartlett
said he felt it would be inappropriate to bring this up at this meeting since the
matter had not been placed on the agenda distributed in advance and since so many
Senate members were absent. The subject would be discussed at the General Faculty
meeting on February 6.

Dr. Siegel then moved that a special meeting of the Senate be called for
February 16, two weeks hence, for the express purpose of discussing what happened
on the night of January 8. He requested that Vice President Houston, Vice President
Johnson, Mr. Mark Ginsberg, and Mr. Bill White be asked to be present at that meeting.
Dr. Robson seconded the motion.

Several persons said that they felt that it might be difficult to discuss
the situation on February 16, since even though the preliminary hearing on the felony
charges that have been filed in connection with the incident would have been completed,
the trial would not yet have been held.
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Dr. Burton asked what was the need of duplicating the General Faculty
meeting. Dr. Robson said that a number of students were asking what the Faculty
Senate was doing about this matter. Professor Green said that he felt there was

a larger issue before the Senate than just what had happened on the night of

January 8. The faculty needs to discuss the ramifications of what takes place when
outsiders are called onto the campus to handle a situation, he said. He said when

outside force is brought in we are destroying the community. When President Pusey

of Harvard University brought in outside forces, great difficulty resulted. The
President of the University of Michigan declined to bring in outside help and avoided

serious trouble. When outsiders are brought onto a campus to handle situations of this
sort, the community cannot but be threatened if not destroyed, he emphasized. He said

he felt this question must be evaluated by the Faculty Senate.

Dr. Gegenheimer said a special meeting might indeed be appropriate since
the General Faculty could only recommend at its meetïngs and the Senate shortly
might receive certain recommendations from the General Faculty. He said he would
prefer that the agenda for the proposed Senate meeting be as broadly stated as
possible, however, to include not only reports on the January 8 incident but to discuss
broader issues of the sort mentioned by Professor Green. He commented it would of
course not be necessary to extend special invitations to Mr. Houston, Mr. Johnson,

Mr. Ginsberg, and Mr. White since they would be present as members of the Senate

anyway.

Dr. Dutt said he did not see what good could come of a meeting held two
weeks hence unless the charges by that time had been dropped. If the charges had
not been dropped and the matter was still before the court, people very directly
concerned could not discuss the issue or provide the Senate with desired information.

Dr. Gould commented that there would be better attendance by the Senate at
a regular meeting than at a special meeting.

Several persons were calling for a vote on Dr. Siegel's motion and
Mr. McMillan was about to put the question when Dr. Sigworth protested debate's

being cut off. Mr. McMillan then asked the assembly to vote on whether or not they

were ready to vote on the question under discussion and the assembly voted in the

affirmative. Dr. Siegel's original motion was then called for (that a special meeting
be called in two weeks, on February 16, with the first item on the agenda to be a
report on what happened outside Bear Down Gymnasium on the night of January 8). It

was understood that the agenda for such meeting would include appropriate ramification

beyond the basic topic. The question was put and the motion lost.

Dr. Burton then moved that the first item on the agenda at the next regular
meeting of the Senate, that is, on the first Monday of March, be a discussion of the
happenings of the night of January 8 and any related topics. Several seconds to this

motion were heard and the motion carried.

Dr. Lytle asked if nonmembers of the Senate could attend Senate meetings.
It was explained that by provision of the Faculty Constitution, Faculty Senate
meetings are open to all members of the faculty. Dr. Lytle said he had deplored

the behavior of some members of the faculty at the recent General Faculty meeting
when many persons had demonstrated a total lack of decorum. He said he hoped that

at future faculty meetings as well as at Senate meetings where other faculty members
are present, procedures of courtesy and decorum would prevail.



Dr. Schaefer asked if, in consideration of the behavior of some faculty
members at the last General Faculty meeting, the general faculty should be admitted
to the March Senate meeting. Dr. Siegel said perhaps the Senate should make its
March meeting a closed meeting. Dr. Gegenheimer pointed out again, however, that
the Faculty Constitution says that all members of the faculty shall be permitted to
attend Faculty Senate meetings.

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA PARTICIPATION IN COLLEGE-LEVEL EXAMINATION PROGRAM OF THE
COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION BOARD, APPROVAL OF: Dr. Delaplane presented a
recommendation that the University of Arizona begin participation in the College-
Level Examination Program of the College Entrance Examination Board. He explained
that the Admissions Committee had considered at some length the question of partici-
pation by this institution in CLEP through the granting of credit for the battery of
General Examinations and for the individual Subject Examinations. The Admissions
Committee had recommended to the Advisory Council the following actions:

"The Admissions Committee recommends that the University
of Arizona grant credit for the College-Level Examination
Program, both for the General Examinations and the Subject
Examinations."

"The Admissions Committee recommends that for the General
Examinations we award six semester hours of credit for each
section that is passed with a score of 500 or better and
that three semester hours of credit be granted for each
Subject Examination passed with a score of 500 or better.
It is understood that the cutting score of 500 or better
might be adjusted by the department or college concerned.
Such credit would be considered within the institutional
limits of 60 units of credit by examination allowed toward
the bachelor's degree."

By way of background Dr. Delaplane had explained in information sent to
the members of the Senate that the CLEP program of CEEB was initiated in 1965 with
the broad purpose of developing a national system of placement and credit by examina-
tion, primarily to enable individuals who have acquired an education in nontraditional
ways to demonstrate academic achievement. It was also intended for use by those in
higher education, business, industry, government, and other fields who need a
reliable method of assessing a person's educational level. Through this program CEEB
also hoped to stimulate colleges and universities to become more aware of the need for
and the possibilities and problems of credit by examination and to enable them to
develop procedures for placement, accreditation, and admission of transfer students.
It was also to provide a means by which colleges and universities might evaluate
their programs and their students' achievement and to assist adults who wish to
continue their education in order to meet licensing requirements or qualify for
higher positions.

Dr. Delaplane said that the following reasons had been given by the
Admissions Committee for their recommendations to the Advisory Council:

(1) The granting of credit would recognize the continued growth and
development of individuals in the military service and in civilian
life and encourage them to go on toward a degree.
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(2) It would eliminate a need for departments to prepare special
examinations duplicating the Subject Examinations of CLEP
and at the same time leaves control of the cutting score in
the hands of the departments and colleges concerned. Quite
possibly the cut-off score of 500 will prove to be higher
than necessary and colleges and departments may wish to revise
the point of giving credit to a lower score. Or they may wish
to make a revision upward in the cut-off at which credit is
given. The limitation on the amount of credit that would be
given is stated and is comparable to that of the University
of California system.

The University might obtain enrollment of some good students
as a consequence of participating in CLEF by the giving of
credit. Experience will demonstrate whether or not students
with passing scores are adequately prepared to enter more
advanced work in various University programs.

It would appear that there is really nothing to be lost by
participation, particularly in view of the number of
excellent institutions which already participate in CLEP.

The University for quite a number of years has been committed
to the granting of credit by examination. CLEF would simply
represent an extension of the application of this principle.
Like the Advanced Placement Program, which started slowly, it
can be anticipated that there will be rather few requests
for credit under this program initially. It may also be
expected that the program will grow, but even as it grows,
the number of entering students requesting credit under CLEF
will remain small relative to the number of students being
admitted to the University.

It was pointed out that a large number of the better colleges and universities
in the country are now granting credit for the CLEF tests.

The recommendations of the Admissions Committee had been approved by the
Advisory Council and now came to the Faculty Senate for action. Dr. Delaplane commented
that a large number of military personnel had been given the tests and about 18% had
passed them. The tests are really designed for mature adults who have acquired knowl-
edge in academic areas by unorthodox means. In answer to questions about the security
of the tests, Dr. Delaplane said he was satisfied the procedures used by the College
Board in developing and administering the tests and the procedures followed in the
various testing centers were good.

Dr. Delaplane then moved that the Senate approve the University of Arizona's
participation in CLEF as described above. Dean Forrester seconded the motion.
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Dr. Delaplane and Mr. Windsor answered a number of questions by members of
the Senate clarifying just what the tests include. It was pointed out that students
could use credit in these tests where appropriate to satisfy group or specific
course requirements. Students could take the tests after they were enrolled in the
University of Arizona as well as before matriculating. The scoring ranging from 200
to 800 is similar to the scoring pattern of the Scholastic Aptitude Tests of the
College Entrance Examination Board. It was emphasized that the cutting scores
recommended were for initial operation only and any department could adjust this
score upward or downward later as experience indicated desirable.

In answer to questions from several persons, Dr. Delaplane explained that
this program probably would not be participated in by high school students since
they have the Advanced Placement program opportunity. Nr. Windsor pointed out,
however, that there was no reason why a high school student could not seek to establish
credit by examination through these tests.

The question was called for and carried unanimously. Dr. Bartlett suggested
that Dr. Delaplane, in reporting to the CEEB the University of Arizona's decision
to participate in CLEP, urge the development of alternative forms to the subject
matter tests. He felt this to be very necessary and said it shQuId be given a higher
priority than the development of tests for additional subjects. Dr. Delaplane stated
he would do as Dr. Bartlett suggested.

NENBERS 0F CONNITTEE TO STUDY QUESTION OF FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING CHRISTMAS
RECESS AS INTERIM PERIOD BETWEEN FIRST AND SECOND SENESTERS. ANNOUNCENENT RE:
The secretary announced that President Harvill, following a recommendation by the
Faculty Senate following a recommendation from the Student Senate, had appointed a
committee to study the question of the feasibility of establishing the Christmas
recess as the interim period between the first and second semesters of the regular

academic year. The committee members would be as follows: Dr. Darrel S. Metcalfe,

Chairman; Mr. Jack K. Lee; Nr. Joseph A. Zapotocky; Mr. Harry E. Stewart; and
Mr. David L. Windsor.

The meeting adjourned at 4:40 p.m.

David L. Windsor, Secretary




